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The short story “The Money” by Junot Diaz is about a life event that happened when he                 

was 12 years old. He started his story by explaining the economic condition of his family. His                 

mother didn't have a steady employment history, and his father had also lost his job. Despite the                 

fact that they didn't have enough money to support themselves, his mother managed to save               

$200-$300 to send it to the Dominican Republic to her parents. One day they went on a family                  

vacation and they came back to see that their house was wrecked. It was obvious that someone                 

broke into their house to steal. The thieves took all the money that his mother was saving to send                   

to her parents, and instead of being mad at the thieves, his mother was mad at him and the rest of                     

her kids, she was blaming them for the robbery. In the story, we encounter the anger of the mother                   

and the frustration of the family that no other family should go through in a moment of weakness in life                    

being economically unstable. Days after the robbery he was telling some of the stories to his friends and                  

he noticed something suspicious. He saw that they weren’t taking him seriously, and immediately he               

knew that they were the ones that stole the money. So he decided to do the same thing and break into the                      

thieves’ house to take the money back and fortunately he did. It took him two days to return the money to                     

his mother. He wanted to keep it, but he was feeling guilty on his conscience so he decided to give it back                      

to her.  

 



In this story, we can see that there is a similarity between the robberies that happened                

with the thief and the way Diaz robbed back everything that was taken from him, and we could                  

also interpret “The money” as a double Crime story. Diaz writes “ The thieves had kept it simple;                  

they’d snatched a portable radio, some of my Dungeons & Dragons hardcovers, and, of course,               

Mami’s remittances… When you’re a recent immigrant, it’s easy to feel targeted. Like it wasn’t               

just a couple of assholes that had it in for you but the whole neighborhood—hell, maybe the                 

whole country.” Here we see how Diaz’s family had suffered from a robbery, not knowing how                

they were going to recover all that money back, this only brought so many emotions to the                 

family. Also in the quote, Diaz shows frustration and he constantly feels targeted since they were                

a recent immigrant in the neighborhood. When Diaz mentions “it’s easy to feel targeted” I could                

see myself in his shoes because I also felt like I was targeted when I came to the United States to                     

live here. When I was younger I felt like I was like a slice of fresh meat waiting to be devoured,                     

and it happened, my family got robbed, even though we never got what was stolen back, it was                  

hard to recover from it. Continuing with the analysis, Diaz stated “ I realized that these two                 

dopes I called my friends had done it. They were shaking their heads, mouthing all the right                 

words, but I could see the way they looked at each other, the Raskolnikov glances. I knew.” Here                  

we see when Diaz has the realization that one of his friends was the one who committed the                  

crime burglarizing against his family. In life one of the worst things that can happen is when                 

someone you thought was your friend and you trusted betrays you just as Diaz experienced. A                

few questions arose from this quote as well, knowing that they were recent immigrants and he                

felt like he was targeted. Why did he talk about his family's personal things with others? And                 

why did he trust people that he didn’t even know for that long? As someone who knew the                  



circumstances of his surroundings, knowing that he couldn't trust anyone, he still chose to speak               

to those people about his private life 

 

In the story, Diaz then acted upon himself on getting the money back and everything else                

that was stolen from him, he says “I asked the main dope to let me use his bathroom (we were in                     

front of his apartment) and while I pretended to piss I unlatched the window. Then we all headed                  

to the park as usual, but I pretended that I’d forgotten something back home. Ran to the dope’s                  

apartment, slid open the bathroom window, and in broad daylight wriggled my skinny ass in.”               

Here we can see how he criminalized himself and attempted to steal what was stolen from and                 

his family. Also, we see how dangerous the neighborhood was where Diaz lived. The thieves               

were reckless and careless about being seen or getting caught. A question that roused from this                

quote was, How did Diaz have the courage to go steal back his things and not be scared that                   

something might happen or that he might have fallen out of the window? I suppose that things                 

that were stolen from him and his family were valuable to him. 

 

Diaz afterward Said that “It took me two days to return the money to my mother. The                 

truth was I was seriously considering keeping it. But in the end, the guilt got to me.” here we can                    

see a moment of hypocrisy in Diaz because he knew how he felt when his family got robbed, and                   

he was thinking of keeping the money for himself. Why did Diaz want to keep the money? Was                  

he thinking that even if he gives the money that it wouldn’t make a difference?. Bur, I can see                   

that people as human beings can have moments of weakness to do evil to someone in the family,                  

but he later felt the guilt and decided to give the money back to his mother. Diaz writes “ I guess                     



I was expecting my mother to run around with joy, to crown me her favorite son, to cook me my                    

favorite meal. Nada. I’d wanted a party or at least to see her happy, but there was nothing.” He                   

thought that he was going to be praised for gaining some of the money back, But his mother                  

knew that this all happens because of someone in the family. 


